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CEPEP - IN TOUCH

Another year has come and gone and what a year it has
been! We managed to overcome obstacles brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and 2021 and emerged
successful in 2022. My dear readers, I believe that it is
impossible to chart a course for the future unless you
reflect on the past and its challenges, then you develop a
plan for the future. 
Here at the CEPEP Company, we have done exactly that.
In fiscal 2021, we designed and rolled out a five (5) year
strategic plan which outlines our vision, mission, and
strategic goals for the future. We are successfully
managing the CEPEP programme by offering training,
mentorship, and financial opportunities for over three
hundred and twenty-five (325) contractors enrolled in the
programme and approximately nine thousand, seven
hundred and fifty (9,750) contractors’ workers.
The Company has managed to defend and settle millions
of dollars in litigation dating back to 2015 because of the
brilliant work of the Legal Unit. This has resulted in one
hundred and six (106) million dollars in savings for
taxpayers. 

CEPEP DOES MORE AND MORE IN 2022
BY CEO, KEITH EDDY
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CEPEP'S YEAR 
IN REVIEW

 

BY
CHAIRMAN MARILYN MICHAEL

The CEPEP Company has experienced
tremendous success in 2022 and while staying
true to our mandate, the Company has managed
to flourish and evolve as we traversed the
tumultuous waters of a pandemic and economic
recovery. During the course of this year, the
dedication of the management and staff of the
CEPEP Company has been very evident. The
diverse skills of our staff has allowed us to make a
greater impact on society and the lives of our
clients and stakeholders.

 
The CEPEP Board of Directors believe that organizations such as ours has a responsibility to be a force for good
in society, accountable to all stakeholders: staff, customers, communities, policymakers, regulators and society
at large. This is necessary for companies to maintain a social license to operate, but more importantly it’s
crucial to maintaining a healthy society on which we all depend.

As Chairman of the Board of Directors; my role has been to lead the Board and focus on strategic matters while
simultaneously maintaining high standards of corporate governance. In 2021, we set clear goals for the CEPEP
Company as we rolled out a five (5) year strategic plan for the organization. The management of the Company
has been able to execute their respective goals with diligence and efficiency. 

I am extremely proud of the work that we have been able to execute and so, I want to sincerely thank our Chief
Executive Officer, Keith Eddy and each and every staff member for their hard-work, enthusiasm and
perseverance.

The Company also welcomed a new Minister of Rural Development and Local Government, the Honourable
Faris Al-Rawi. As we work closely with the new Minister and our line ministry, we look toward 2023 with
continued optimism. As the holidays approach and you enjoy the season with your friends and family, I extend
greetings to all citizens; staff, contractors and CEPEP workers alike for a safe and enjoyable Christmas and a
very happy New Year.

May God bless you all and see you in 2023!
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CEPEP'S S.E.A
BURSARY PROGRAMME
2022
History was created at the CEPEP Company on Friday 7th October 2022,
when the Company officially awarded six (6) bursaries to students who
excelled at this year’s Secondary School Assessment (S.E.A) Examinations.
The CEPEP Company operates throughout Trinidad but divides its
operations into six (6) regions. This Bursary was awarded to one deserving
applicant in each area and is only open to the children of our contractors’
workers.
From as early as July when the advertisement was placed in the local
newspapers and on the Company’s social media platforms, the
applications and compliments poured in from contractors’ workers.
Commenting on the Bursary Programme, Regional Coordinator for the
North-East Region, Mr. Tarandeo Ramtahal said, “It brought tears to my
eyes. I feel so proud to be working for a Company that helps people every
day”. 
During the distribution exercise, Chairman of CEPEP, Marilyn Michael
congratulated the recipients on their achievement and urged them to
continue working hard to achieve their dreams. She also took the
opportunity to address their parents and underscored the purpose of the
Bursary Programme which is a developmental initiative geared towards
assisting students so that they can become productive members of
society. 

“Education is
the passport
to the future,
for tomorrow
belongs to
those who
prepare for it
today”. -
Malcolm X

CEO, Keith Eddy who is responsible for the creation of the Company’s position on educational development
praised the students, parents and the staff of the CEPEP Company for believing in education and expending
the effort needed to achieve their respective goals. As he reminisced about his own secondary school life at the
prestigious Queen’s Royal College in Port of Spain, he reminded students to make use of their time by
balancing their academic studies with extracurricular activities as students learn socialization and leadership
skills while in secondary school as it prepares them for university and who they will become later in life.

Mr. Eddy further advised and inspired the recipients with Malcolm X’s famous quotation, “Education is the
passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today”. He thanked the parents of the
award recipients who are also the hard-working employees of CEPEP contractors, for their dedication and
commitment to their children and families and urged them to continue to support and motivate them so that
they can continue to excel in all their future endeavors. 
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Bursary Recipients and their parents being addressed by CEO Keith Eddy Chairman Michael presents parents 
with tokens of appreciation



At the CEPEP Company, our staff share our mission for enhancing the environment and communities across
the country. In 2022, our complement of contractors together with the Company’s Operations Team has
managed to clean coastlines in Blanchisseuse, Toco, Mathura, Dhein’s Bay, Los Iros and Erin Beach which
resulted in approximately four thousand (4000) bags of garbage including plastics, styrofoam, fishing nets
and textiles being collected. 

This has allowed patrons to enjoy these beaches and allowed safer nesting for turtles during the turtle
nesting season.  In 2021, we launched the Beautification of Parks and Recreation Grounds Programme and in
2022, we were able to refurbish and enhance the Corinth Hills Children’s Playpark and the Edinburgh 500
Children’s Playpark. The Company has received tremendous support in these communities as this
programme creates a safe recreational space for children and families to enjoy. We have refurbished and
installed playpark equipment and park benches and planted fruit-bearing trees and ornamental plants
which community members will be able to enjoy. 
My dear readers, the CEPEP Company believes in development. We are offering training opportunities in the
field of ICT, Leadership, Project Management and Industrial Relations to our staff through a strategic
partnership with the Cipriani Labour College. Contractors have been receiving training virtually in the fields
of HSSE, Finance, Insurance and National Insurance Board policies courtesy the National Insurance Board.
Contractors also received training in Agri-Business Management courtesy the Extension Training and
Information Services Division (ETIS). 
During the July-August vacation 2022, CEPEP reinstituted its Summer Internship Programme. Nine (9)
students at secondary and tertiary levels in their academic careers were able to benefit from a paid
internship. They were mentored by senior members of staff and gained work experience in Project
Management, Law, Human Resource Management, Finance and Marketing & Communications while also
gaining an appreciation for the integral work that the CEPEP Company plays in national development. In
2023, this internship programme will also be extended to tertiary level graduates for a period of one year.
History was created in the CEPEP Company in 2022 with the launch of our Secondary School Assessment
(S.E.A) Bursary Programme. This programme targeted the children of our contractors' workers and after a
careful review of applications, six (6) young students were celebrated for excellence in academics this year
and we congratulate them all. This Bursary is accessible to new and continuing students for five (5) years
providing that they maintain their academic standing and so we look forward to celebrating another cohort
of students in 2023.

We have managed to expand our cadre of core contractors in order to execute extensive community
enhancement initiatives in the six (6) regions of operations. This has allowed us to increase employment
opportunities for citizens. Our contractors have been conducting ground maintenance work, drainage
exercises, and assisting all fourteen (14) Municipal Corporations with the cleaning of abandoned lots and
removal of bulk waste. It has also allowed us to increase the quality of our delivery as delivery quality is the
core of everything we do. As the saying goes and its one of our favorites, “when CEPEP passes through, you
know!”

cepep does
more and more
in 2022
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Operations Unit hosts Snake Handling Workshop

On Thursday August 4th 2022, Field Officers attached to CEPEP’s Operations Unit participated in a snake
handling workshop facilitated by the Zoological Society of Trinidad and Tobago. Officers were trained to
identify different species of snakes and taught how to handle reptiles found in the course of our daily
ground maintenance operations. Workers often encounter coral snakes and macajuels or the red tailed boa
constrictor on the field. The health, safety and wellbeing of all staff, contractors and their workers are of
critical importance to the CEPEP Company and as a result, this workshop was organized and attended by
all Field Officers. 
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Officers of the Zoological Society conducts training exercise Contractor worker handles macajuel found in the course of duty

As a state agency operating under the Ministry of Rural Development and Local Government we have been able
to render assistance to other Ministries and agencies as well. We are providing assistance to the Ministry of Works
and Transport (MOWT) for the maintenance of road verges and segments of the nation’s highways and byways.
We are currently maintaining the Tetron Army Base in Chaguaramas for the Trinidad and Tobago Defense Force
(TTDF) and COVID-19 step-down facilities for the Ministry of Health in Debe, Claxton Bay and St Augustine. 

The CEPEP Company has also expanded its suite of business services and was pleased to provide janitorial
services for the recently concluded HERO CPL games held at the Brian Lara Stadium. Our industrial sanitization
service was also launched this year and we continue to conduct extensive ground maintenance and tree-cutting
services for corporate Trinidad as well as private citizens. It is my pleasure to report that the CEPEP Company is
seeing tremendous growth and development because of our staff and I thank each and every one of them for
their commitment and dedication. Thank you for being with us in 2022 and let us look towards 2023 with
excitement and hopefulness. To you and your families, I wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a Healthy and
Prosperous New Year!



DISASTER EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (DERT)
ACTIVITIES

When the weather system called Invest 95L

impacted north Trinidad on Wednesday October

5th 2022, it severely affected communities in Toco,

Sangre Grande, El Carmen, St Helena, Trincity,

Arima, D’abadie and Arouca. The intense flash

flooding not only caused immense tragedy for

residents but left mounds of mud, garbage and

other debris in its wake. Our CEPEP Disaster

Emergency Response Teams not only assisted with

sandbag operations before the rains came down

but were also immediately mobilized to render

assistance in the affected communities. 

Not only did CEPEP provide manpower for the

clean-up efforts but also cleaning supplies such

as disinfectant, bleach, mops, brooms and

shovels towards the efforts that continued into

the weekend as we recognized that it was

critically important to return a sense of normalcy

to the lives of affected citizens. 

Senior Operations Officer, Matthew Kailah and members of the
Operations Unit deliver emergency clean-up supplies to the Office
of the MP for Toco/Sangre Grande following major flooding in the
constituency.

Clean Up efforts underway by CEPEP workers in Tacarigua
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CEPEP'S SUMMER INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMME RESUMES

The CEPEP Company Limited’s Summer
Internship Programme was restructured &
coordinated by the Senior Human Resource
Officer (Ag.) Mrs. Samantha Marcelle-Wells in
June 2022, to enable a combination of training
and hands-on learning & development for young
professionals. 
The Programme is strategically designed to allow
full-time students between the ages of sixteen
(16) to twenty (20) years old with no current or
prior work experience the opportunity to
experience a real-world of work. In addition to
hands-on experience, it also entails interactive
training sessions in key areas such as Resume
Writing & Interview Preparation, Business
Etiquette & Attire, Customer Service & Emotional
Intelligence & The Usage of Microsoft Suite, which
we believe are of paramount importance for
success in the ‘World of Work’. Our internship
Programme aims to assist students in deciding
their career paths and or allowing them to
experience an introduction to the career paths
they may have already chosen. 

Nine (9) interns were recruited for a six (6) week period
during the July/August 2022 vacation with educational
backgrounds ranging from CSEC certification O’ Level
& A’ Level to Undergraduate degrees. These interns
were assigned to our core departments such as
Marketing & Communications, Finance, Human
Resources, Internal Audit, Legal, Information
Technology and Operations and were mentored by our
respective Senior Officers & Supervisors.
In the words of the great Nelson Mandela “To the
youth of today, I also have a wish to make, be the
scriptwriters of your destiny and feature yourselves as
stars that showed the way to a brighter future.” The
CEPEP Company Limited believes in investing in the
youths of our nation to groom and mold them into
future leaders, which we will continue to aim to
achieve through our annual Summer Internship
Programme. 
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Summer Interns pose for pictures with their mentors 

Presentation of certificates of participation to interns

Interns visit the Pointe-a-Pierre Wild Fowl Trust

By Samantha Marcelle Wells - Senior HR Officer (Ag.)



Refurbishment of Parks &
Recreation Grounds
Programme
Edinburgh 500 Children's Playpark

The Beautification of Parks and Recreation Grounds Programme was
launched in 2021 at the Eddie Hart under the patronage of its
namesake and prominent member of the Tacarigua community, Mr.
Eddie Hart. In fiscal 2022, the CEPEP Company refurbished the
Corinth Hills Children’s Playpark and the Edinburgh 500 Children’s
Playpark located at the Corner of 19th and 20th Streets, Edinburgh
500. This project was undertaken by the Company’s Marketing &
Communications Unit with support from the Operations Unit. 
Residents of the Edinburgh 500 community were deeply supportive
and invested in this project with continuous praises always
forthcoming. Our capable contractor refurbished the park’s slides,
swings and built and installed a merry-go-round much to the delight
and excitement of the children in the nearby Montessori school. A
beautiful footpath was created around the park’s Poinciana tree.
Park benches were installed for use by residents. The wood-working
skills of our CEPEP workers were displayed as they built and installed
a wooden pergola to mark the western entry into the park. We also
invited residents to join with us as we planted ornamental and fruit-
bearing trees around the perimeter of this park, and become
stakeholders in the maintenance of this facility. 

The residents thanked the Company for choosing the facility for refurbishment and for providing them and their
families with a safe recreational space and further promised to resume community activities which stopped when
the park fell into disrepair years prior. The CEPEP Company promised to continue this programme by beautifying
and refurbishing more parks and recreation grounds in 2023.

CEPEP workers show off their woodworking skills by
designing and installing a pergola on the western
entrance to the park

CEPEP workers plant ornamental trees around the newly
installed park sign.

Edinburgh 500 residents come out to enjoy a relaxing day at the park
after participating in a tree planting exercise.
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CEPEP SHINES AT AGRI INVESTMENT FORUM & EXPO II
The Agri-Investment Forum & Expo II was held in the
Queen’s Park Savannah from Friday 19th August to
Sunday 21st August 2022 under the theme ‘Transforming
Agriculture through Innovation and Investment‘ and the
CEPEP Company was there for all the excitement. Hosted
by the Ministry of Agriculture, Land & Fisheries, Ministry of
Trade and Industry and the Ministry of Communications,
the village style exhibition featured more than 300
exhibitors from across the Agriculture Sector with a widely
educational, interactive and engaging display of products,
attractions and technological advancements. The displays
included a Livestock Barn with locally-bred animals,
Petting Zoo, a Farmers Market, various Agro-Processors,
Chocolatiers and Business to Business Rooms.
Thousands of patrons swarmed the Savannah to enjoy the
festivities every day. The CEPEP Company took the
opportunity to advertise all our core and business services
to the wider public while simultaneously building our
business network. CEPEP’s Senior Marketing &
Communications Officer, Sherry Ann Lawerance led our
team of dedicated staff which included Senior Operations
Officer Matthew Kailah, I.T Administrator Sean King, HSSE
Officer Shanta Ramroop, HSE Assistant Capil Samaroo,
Administrative Officer Shivanand Balkaran and Transport
Officers Daron Lake and Daryl Duke. CEPEP’s uniquely
decorated booth garnered a lot of interest and saw
various diplomats and ministers of government visiting
the booth during the three-day event. The crowning
achievement for all staff associated with the event was the
visit of Dr. the Honourable Keith Rowley, Prime Minister of
the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. Other dignitaries
included:
· Minister of Rural Development and Local Government,
the Hon. Faris Al-Rawi
· Minister of Agriculture, Land & Fisheries, the Hon. Kazim
Hosein
· Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Land &
Fisheries, the Hon. Avinash Singh
· Minister in the Ministry of Agriculture, Land & Fisheries,
the Hon. Nigel De Freitas
·  Minister of Youth Development and National Service, the
Hon. Foster Cummings
·  Minister of Trade & Industry, the Hon. Paula Gopee Scoon
· Minister of Communications , the Hon. Symon De
Nobriga
· Member of Parliament for Cumuto/Manzanilla, the Hon.
Rai Ragbir
· Chief Secretary, Tobago House of Assembly, the Hon.
Farley Augustine
·  Minister of Agriculture, Suriname - the Hon. Parmanand
Sewdien
·  Minister of Agriculture,· Fisheries, Food Security and
Rural Development, St Lucia -  the Hon. Alfred Prospere 
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Prime Minister Dr. the Honourable Keith Rowley and
Minister of Agriculture, Land & Fisheries, Senator the
Honourable Kazim Hosein visits CEPEP's booth at the
Agri Expo II and interacts with staff 

Minister of Rural Development and Local Government,
the Honourable Faris Al-Rawi visits CEPEP's booth and
receives a token from Senior Marketing &
Communications Officer, Sherry Ann Lawerance

Dedicated CEPEP Company staff members present for
duty at the Agri-Investment Forum & Expo II at the
Queen's Park Savannah



CEPEP PROVIDES JANITORIAL SERVICE FOR CPL GAMES

To generate revenue for the Company 
To provide financial and training opportunities for contractors to allow their own business      
services to expand 
To provide additional income for contractor workers.

The CEPEP Company has been providing janitorial services for over seven (7) years now. These
services are managed by CEPEP’s Business Development Unit utilizing our suite of contractors
throughout the country. The benefits of providing this service include:

The CEPEP Company has the additional benefit of being able to mobilize hundreds of
contractors and their workers depending on the enormity of the scope of works requested. In
this case the Company was able to provide janitorial services during the morning and night
sessions with complete cleaning and turnover of the internal and external facility for the next
day.
Our contractors and workers are heroes as they provide the requested service with quiet
dignity and professionalism. For that, we continue to celebrate them.
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CEPEP workers about to commence clean-up duties CEPEP's Operations and Transport Unit also assist with
clean-up duties at the Brian Lara Cricket Academy

CEPEP workers conduct clean-up activities at the Brian Lara Cricket Academy



RDLG CELEBRATES
INDEPENDENCE
DAY
Minister of Rural Development, the Honourable Faris Al-
Rawi celebrated Trinidad & Tobago’s 60th anniversary of
Independence in fine style by bringing together staff from
all fourteen (14) municipal corporations, the Rural
Development Company (RDC) and the CEPEP Company
for a grand curry duck cook-out and after work lime at the
Ministry’s carpark, Kent House Maraval on Tuesday August
30th 2022. 

CEPEP staff are no strangers to competition, so our
mission was clear. Branding our team as the “Duck
Cutterz” we started the day by decorating our booth and
creating a display with tools that ideally highlighted our
core mandate. Shanta Ramroop, Tarandeo Ramtahal and
Avanish Bhajnathsingh were the designated chefs for the
day and presented the judges with a delicious array of
items to choose from. We served two styles of curried
duck, cassava and sweet potato boiled and fried, buttered
rice, fresh salad, onion salad, breadfruit chips with a secret
“CEPEP” sauce and a pineapple chow.

While the Penal/Debe Regional Corporation emerged
victorious, it was a great day and we all had a great time. 
Happy Independence Day Trinidad and Tobago!

No matter what project we are managing, we always have a
good time. #TEAMCEPEP #DuckcutterzCrew
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Our Chefs (L-R) Tarandeo Ramtahal, Shanta Ramroop, Avanish
Bhajnathsingh and Rickey Huggins

Our Grand Presentation

Minister of Rural Development and Local Government, the
Honourable Faris Al-Rawi and Permanent Secretary Desdra
Bascombe take the stage to announce the winner of the cook-
out competition.



STAFF ACTIVITIES AT CEPEP

Staff of the CEPEP Company love competitions. It is a conduit for gaining bragging rights for one’s
department, easing workplace frustration, building team spirit and generally having a means by which
to socialize and have fun with our fellow colleagues. 
One of the richest men in the world, the Ruler of Dubai and Vice President of the United Arab Emirates,
Sheik Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum once said, “A happy employee is more productive, more
energetic and more creative – hence the importance of creating a happy environment within every
institution.” 
During the second half of 2022, our staff engaged in several external activities which ranged from
volunteering at the CPL T20 games and the Agri-Investment Forum & Expo II. We participated in an 
 Independence Cook-Out at the Ministry of Rural Development and Local Government to internal staff
competitions such as Best Dressed Competitions for Independence Day and Divali, not forgetting an
All-Fours Knock Out Competition which were open to all staff.
The participants did not disappoint. They came to each event prepared with picong for their
competitors and thoroughly enjoy each activity. In 2023, we aim to celebrate our hard-working staff
with many more unique activities design to inspire their creativity and further develop their team-
building skills.
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All-Fours Knock Out Tournament Happy Winners

All-Fours Knock Champs, Avanish Bhajnathsingh and Fleur MacFarlane of the Finance Unit and second place winners, Clifford Rambharose and Capil
Samaroo (Operations and HSSE Unit)



MORE STAFF ACTIVITIES AT CEPEP
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Staff dressed for Independence Day

Best Dressed Female, Michelle Ramessar (HR) and Best Dressed Male,
Matthew Kailah (Operations) - Independence Day Best Dressed
Competition

Staff celebrates Divali

Members of the Board of Directors dressed for Divali (L-R) Director
Phillis Wickham-Stewart, Director Rajcoomar Bhagaloo, Chairman
Marilyn Michael, Director Heather Tardieu

Director Derek Ambrose interacts with Field Officers during the
Operations Fish Broth Team Building Exercise.



CEPEP STAFF STAR

Michelle started her educational journey at the Princes Town Presbyterian #1 School, then went on to Barrackpore
Secondary for CXC O’ Levels and completed her A’ Level exams at the Princes Town Secondary School. She then read for
a BA in History at the University of the West Indies in St Augustine. She is currently reading for her Msc. in Human
Resource Management from the University of Edinburgh via the School of Business and Computer Science (SBCS).
So why the CEPEP Company? As Michelle puts it, she loves nature and was accustomed to seeing lush hillsides and
greenery in the rural community of Moruga. As nature has always surrounded her, she feels a deep sense of pride to
work at the CEPEP Company as environmental enhancement and protection are very close to her heart. When asked
why she chose HRM to develop her career, her response was honest, “HR is about fostering relationships. I believe in
team building and upholding the mandate of the Company. I also believe in performance, setting targets and achieving
goals. I have an extremely high work ethic and HR allows me to practice what I’m naturally good at.”

As someone who has strong Christian values, Michelle credits her husband for making
her life happy, comfortable and stress-free. In her free-time she loves to read, travel,
shop and along with her sister, perform quiet acts of charity. As a history enthusiast,
her favorite book is The Diary of Anne Frank which comes as no surprise to us because
of its overarching themes of freedom and prejudice because of race and religion. A
must read for us all. 

When questioned about the COVID-19 pandemic and how it impacted her, Michelle
stated that her only concern was that of her son Zachary who was three (3) years old
when the pandemic started. As schools closed, she took up another hat and that was
of his teacher. She had to teach him everything while maintaining her work
performance. She credits our CEO, Mr Eddy for implementing the “work from home”
initiative for staff and for providing staff with the means to conduct their duties
remotely. It provided business continuity while showcasing his genuine care for the
staff of the Company. “I felt safe and secure in my job and I could also take care of my
family and for that I am grateful”. She also had a boutique but moved her business to
an online platform so if you’re interested in fashion or household items you can check
out her Facebook page, “Blush Boutique and Gift Shop”. Michelle has a sister, brother
and mom. Her dad died five (5) years ago after battling colon cancer for a long time.
Her son was born just three (3) months before her father died and she firmly believes
that he held on just so he could see his grandson before he died. Interestingly
enough, Zachary looks exactly like her dad so she knows that he is still with her in
spirit. When asked about her favorite childhood memory, Michelle smiled, “Every
Sunday my dad would take us to the beach in his white Valiant. He lived in New York
and Canada for a while and brought that car down with him. After the beach we
would go to the bakery to get coconut drops. Those were happy times”.

Now, she spends her free time with her son whether its travelling or simply running
errands. Michelle’s motto for life is simple, “Be kind, do good and live a life that is
pleasing to God”. We are quite sure her dad would be proud of her. 

Once you’re a member of staff, you’ve crossed paths with Michelle or heard her soft voice on the other end of the
phone. Michelle has worked as an Administrative Officer attached to CEPEP’s HR Unit for the past three (3) years after
spending four (4) years at the San Fernando City Corporation.
At the age of 33, Michelle has been married to her loving husband Rossy for the past seven (7) years and has a five (5)
year old son named Zachary. Originally from St Mary’s Village, Moruga she has now settled in Princes Town. 
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JANITORIAL SERVICES

The DART is responsible for the removal of
dead animals from all major roadways
across Trinidad. CEPEP removes dead
animals that are under the weight of 50
kgs from public areas. The animal’s carcass
is then disposed in the nearest landfill.
These landfills include: Beetham landfill,
Forest Park and Guanapo landfill.

CEPEP provides residential and
commercial janitorial services. We cater to
your needs. This service also includes
emergency COVID-19 sanitization services. 
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DEAD ANIMAL REMOVAL TEAM
(DART)

INDUSTRIAL SANITIZATION

CEPEP SERVICES



A Production of the 
Marketing & Communications Unit

CEPEP Company Limited 
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